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Montane cloud forests are areas of high endemism, and are one of the more vulnerable terrestrial ecosystems to climate change.

Thus, understanding how they both contribute to the generation of biodiversity, and will respond to ongoing climate change, are

important and related challenges. The widely accepted model for montane cloud forest dynamics involves upslope forcing of their

range limits with global climate warming. However, limited climate data provides some support for an alternative model, where

range limits are forced downslope with climate warming. Testing between these two models is challenging, due to the inherent

limitations of climate and pollen records. We overcome this with an alternative source of historical information, testing between

competing model predictions using genomic data and demographic analyses for a species of beetle tightly associated to an oceanic

island cloud forest. Results unequivocally support the alternative model: populations that were isolated at higher elevation peaks

during the Last Glacial Maximum are now in contact and hybridizing at lower elevations. Our results suggest that genomic data

are a rich source of information to further understand how montane cloud forest biodiversity originates, and how it is likely to be

impacted by ongoing climate change.
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Cloud forests occur within narrow altitudinal limits and contain

highly specialized suites of species dependent on montane topog-

raphy and cloud-related microclimates (Ponce-Reyes et al. 2012),

creating isolated patches of habitat within which thousands of

unique species have evolved (Helmer et al. 2019). Although of-

ten associated with tropical regions (e.g., Pounds et al. 1999; Still

et al. 1999; Foster 2001; Crausbay et al. 2015), they are also a

feature of subtropical regions (e.g., Sperling et al. 2004). The

montane mesoclimates that give rise to cloud forests are strongly

shaped by a temperature inversion associated with large-scale at-

mospheric circulation patterns, known as the trade-wind inver-

sion (TWI) (Still et al. 1999; Martin et al. 2010). Thus, montane

cloud forests are caused by a direct interaction between moun-

tains and the global climate system (Rahbek et al. 2019). Al-

though it has been suggested that such cloud forests may offer

stable environments conducive to the long-term persistence of
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species (Fjeldså et al. 1999), their dependence upon the global

climate system means they are at the same time expected to be

dynamic with respect to their distribution limits. Understanding

both the direction and magnitude of cloud forest change in re-

sponse to global climate warming is of fundamental interest, due

to the high proportions of endemic species associated with cloud

forests, and the ecosystem services that they provide. Montane

cloud forests typically harbor an impressive array of plants and

animals and high levels of endemicity (Still et al. 1999). In addi-

tion, cloud forests act as important local and regional watersheds,

which are of particular importance for water provision (Loope

and Giambelluca 1998).

Several studies have provided support for a “lifting-cloud-

base” (LiftCB) hypothesis (Pounds et al. 1999), whereby

atmospheric warming raises the average altitude at the base of

the orographic cloud bank. For instance, Still et al. (1999) used a

global climate model to predict changes in the elevation of cloud

forests for four cloud forest locations, representing four different

continents. Based on simulations for the present, the Last Glacial

Maximum (LGM), and a CO2-doubled atmosphere, their results

suggest an upslope shift of the cloud layer in response to future

warming. Further support for the LiftCB hypothesis comes from

Pounds et al. (1999) who analyzed long-term climatic and demo-

graphic species data and concluded that declines in anuran popu-

lations in Costa Rican cloud forests may be linked to reductions

of mist frequency since the mid-1970s. However, more recent

analyses raise questions about the generality of the LiftCB hy-

pothesis. Using between 30 and 80 years of daily climate records

(for temperature, relative humidity, and the diurnal temperature

range), Sperling et al. (2004) infer warmer temperatures to force

a downward shift of the lower limits of the orographic cloud for-

mations that sustain laurel forests on the island of Tenerife in the

Canary Islands. A similar inference has been arrived at for the

Hawaiian Islands. Using downscaling of global warming climate

projections in the Hawaii region, Lauer et al. (2013) provide ev-

idence for strong changes of projected climate by the end of the

21st century that include a reduction in the elevation of the TWI.

We refer to the model of Sperling et al. (2004) and Lauer et al.

(2013) as the “lowering-cloud-base” (LowCB) hypothesis.

Testing between the LiftCB and LowCB hypotheses is of

fundamental importance for understanding and potentially man-

aging climate change consequences for montane cloud forest

ecosystems, their individual biodiversity legacies (Rahbek et al.

2019), and the ecosystem services they provide (Loope and

Giambelluca 1998; Foster 2001). Pollen records can provide

an additional data source for evaluating support for either hy-

pothesis (Loope and Giambelluca 1998; Still et al. 1999; Fos-

ter 2001; Crausbay et al. 2015), but are reliant on suitable

deposition conditions, which are often limited, particularly on

oceanic islands. A further potential source of data is the very

species that are restricted to, or strongly associated with, mon-

tane cloud forests. Species ranges may track changing climate

and this may manifest itself in population size changes, frag-

mentation of ranges, and secondary contact of previously iso-

lated populations (Hewitt 2000; Taylor et al. 2015). Thus, the

timing of both speciation and demographic events within species

can be used to infer how species have responded to past climate

change.

To test explicitly between the LiftCB and LowCB hypothe-

ses, we use genomic data for demographic inference within an

invertebrate species tightly associated to the montane cloud forest

that characterizes the dorsal ridge of the Anaga peninsula, on the

Canary island of Tenerife. Salces-Castellano et al. (2020) have

previously sampled 154 species of beetle within this ecosystem

to reveal evidence for repeated phylogeographic structuring of

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) variation within species across a

low elevation dorsal saddle, the origin of which dates back to a

mega-landslide event estimated to have occurred between 4.1 and

4.7 million years ago. Nuclear genomic analyses for 16 of these

species (eight of which present no phylogeographic structure

for their mtDNA) revealed phylogeographic structure across the

saddle for 13 species, with evidence for admixture in areas close

to the saddle for 12 of these species. Divergence estimates within

species fell within the Quaternary, and confidence intervals for

all but one species did not include the age of the landslide itself.

Salces-Castellano et al. (2020) further reveal that landscape

patterns of genomic relatedness within species are best explained

by environmental and landscape variables related to water stress.

They conclude that geographical congruence for both (i) regional

structuring within species and (ii) areas of admixture between

regions are the result of a dynamic of isolation and secondary

contact driven by Quaternary climate oscillations. However,

their data do not distinguish between the LiftCB and LowCB

hypotheses.

Among the species of beetle studied by Salces-Castellano

et al. (2020), Acalles globulipennis Wollaston, 1854, presents

one of the highest mtDNA divergences between eastern and

western populations, suggesting greater power for genome-based

model testing, and was the only species sampled in all study

sites by Salces-Castellano et al. (2020), suggesting it is likely

to be present at intermediate sampling sites. We thus use A.

globulipennis to increase sampling across its geographical range

and perform robust genome-based model testing between the

LiftCB and LowCB hypotheses. The LiftCB hypothesis predicts

species ranges to be most fragmented during interglacial climate

conditions, as lower elevation range limits will be forced ups-

lope by higher water stress (Fig. 1A). In contrast, the LowCB

hypothesis predicts water stress to be reduced at lower eleva-

tions during interglacial periods, and thus the lower elevation

range limits of species will extend downslope, facilitating higher
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Figure 1. Competing models of (A) a lifting-cloud-base (LiftCB) and (B) a lowering-cloud-base (LowCB), with reference to predictions for

directional changes in the lower elevation limits of orographic cloud formations that sustain montane cloud forests, under a warming

climate. In panel A, regional isolation of cloud forest species at higher elevations should be greatest during interglacial periods. In panel

B, current interglacial conditions should be characterized by higher population connectivity of cloud forest species at lower elevations.

connectivity among populations (Fig. 1B). To test between the

LiftCB and LowCB hypotheses, we analyze nuclear and mito-

chondrial variation from 19 populations of A. globulipennis, sam-

pled across 14.5 km of cloud forest, focusing sampling around the

area of previously described genomic admixture between east-

ern and western populations (Salces-Castellano et al. 2020). We

evaluate the evolutionary origins of admixed individuals to dif-

ferentiate between (i) an ancient origin, which would be con-

sistent with the LiftCB hypothesis (Fig. 1A), and (ii) an origin

due to contemporary gene flow and admixture, which would be

consistent with the LowCB hypothesis (Fig. 1B). We also adopt

a demographic model-testing framework for explicit compari-

son between the contrasting expectations of the two hypothe-

ses. We compare models of isolation with and without gene

flow and with single or multiple events of contact. Both the

LiftCB and LowCB hypotheses predict a cyclical model of iso-

lation with secondary contact, with the LiftCB hypothesis pre-

dicting contemporary isolation, whereas the LowCB hypothe-

sis predicts contemporary secondary contact. We additionally

compare the temporal duration of isolation and secondary con-

tact. The LiftCB hypothesis predicts that secondary contact will

dominate, due to its association with longer duration glacials,

whereas isolation is expected to dominate under the LowCB

hypothesis.

Material and Methods
SAMPLING

Sampling for A. globulipennis was undertaken to augment the 10

sampling sites in Salces-Castellano et al. (2020). Nine new sites

were sampled using collection umbrellas and beating forest veg-

etation to obtain a minimum of five individuals per site. A total of

118 individuals of A. globulipennis were sampled from the nine

new sites, bringing the total number of individuals available for

analysis to 261 across all 19 sites (Fig. 2; Table S1) along the dor-

sal ridge of the Anaga peninsula. Specimens were placed in 100%

ethanol in the field, taxonomically identified in the lab, and then

stored at 4°C until DNA extraction.

MtDNA SEQUENCING, ddRAD SEQUENCING,

DEMULTIPLEXING, ASSEMBLY, AND FILTERING

All individuals were amplified and sequenced for an approx-

imately 824 bp region of the mtDNA COI. With the objec-

tive of generating double-digest restriction site-associated DNA

EVOLUTION 2020 3
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Figure 2. Sampling sites within the laurel forest of the Anaga peninsula of Tenerife, Canary Islands, labeled from west to east (1–19).

The potential extent of the laurel forest within the Anaga peninsula is shown in green (del Arco Aguilar et al. 2006). Acalles globulipennis

is shown in the top right inset (photo copyright: Peter Stüben).

sequence (ddRAD-seq) data for five individuals per sampling lo-

cality, a total of 64 individuals were selected for ddRAD sequenc-

ing (note that in three localities fewer than five individuals were

sampled). Full details for mtDNA and ddRAD sequencing can be

found in the Supporting Information, together with conditions for

ddRAD-seq demultiplexing, assembly and filtering.

PHYLOGENETIC STRUCTURE OF MtDNA VARIATION

To explore patterns of relatedness among mtDNA haplotypes,

their phylogenetic relationships were inferred using MrBayes

version 3.2.6 (Ronquist et al. 2012). We used the best substi-

tution model obtained from jModelTest version 2.1.7 (Guindon

and Gascuel 2003; Darriba et al. 2012) and ran the analysis for

25,000,000 generations, with four simultaneous Markov chains

sampling every 10,000 samples, and discarding the first 25% of

samples as burn-in.

POPULATION GENOMIC STRUCTURE

Population genomic structure based on the ddRAD-seq data was

characterized with a principal component analysis (PCA), includ-

ing the 95% inertia ellipses for three areas, performed with the R

package adegenet version 2.1.1 (Huson and Bryant 2006). East

and West areas are defined based on the exclusive presence of

single ancestry genotypes, whereas the third contact area is de-

fined by the presence of admixed genotypes. To distinguish single

ancestry and admixed genotypes, we first used a cross-entropy

criterion to identify the optimal value of K, and then individual

admixture coefficients were estimated using Admixture version

1.3.0 (Alexander et al. 2009). Analyses were repeated five times

to evaluate consistency of individual ancestry inferences.

HYBRID SIMULATIONS

The LiftCB hypothesis predicts admixed individuals to be of an-

cient origin, derived from glacial contact, whereas the LowCB

hypothesis predicts a recent origin through contemporary gene

flow and admixture. To evaluate evidence for these expectations,

we investigated admixture between the western and eastern popu-

lations using HybridLab (Nielsen et al. 2006). To do this, we used

individuals with ≥99.9% eastern or western ancestry to calculate

FST per locus to generate a joint distribution of FST and minor al-

lele frequency (MAF). Although it has previously been suggested

that background selection may contribute to high estimates of FST

(Cruickshank and Hahn 2014), more recently it has been revealed

that FST is largely insensitive to locus-to-locus variation in the

intensity of background selection (Matthey-Doret and Whitlock

2019). VCFtools version 0.1.15 (Danecek et al. 2011) was used

to calculate FST per locus and MAF. We then used this distribu-

tion to identify a set of loci that are semi-diagnostic (hereafter

referred to as SD loci) for eastern and western populations (MAF

> 0.4, FST > 0.8). We then used the observed genotypes for SD

loci from pure eastern and western individuals (i.e., ≥99.9% east-

ern or western ancestry) to simulate hybrid individuals using the

following crosses: (a) F1; (b) F1 backcross with western parent;

(c) F1 backcross with eastern parent; (d) F2; (e) backcross of

(b) with western parent; (f) backcross of (c) with eastern parent;

(g) backcross of (b) with eastern parent; and (h) backcross of (c)

with western parent (Fig. 3A). We generated 100 simulations per

cross. For the simulated and observed individuals, we then esti-

mated admixture coefficients with Admixture and plotted these

against observed heterozygosity (i.e., proportion of SD loci that

were heterozygous). Plots were produced in the “Graphics” pack-

age in R version 3.4.4.

DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY INFERENCE

To estimate population demographic history, we used a modified

version (Tine et al. 2014; Rougemont et al. 2017) of the soft-

ware dadi version 1.7 (Gutenkunst et al. 2009) to analyze the

two-dimensional joint site frequency spectrum (2D-JSFS). We

compared the fit of 11 models (Fig. 4, i–xi) that are variations

of four alternative historical scenarios of divergence: strict iso-

lation (SI), and isolation with three different categories of gene

flow: continuous migration (IM), ancient migration (AM), and
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Figure 3. Hybrid simulations for semi-diagnostic (SD) loci from individuals of single ancestry (99.9 %). (A) Summary of the simulated

crosses. (B) Simulated and observed genotypes are plotted to represent ancestry and heterozygosity, distinguishing among western

(blue), eastern (red), and the contact zone (purple).

secondary contact (SC). Under strict isolation (i: SI), an ances-

tral population splits into two daughter populations that diverge

for Ts generations without subsequent gene flow. Under isolation

with migration (ii: IM), the divergence of the daughter popula-

tions is followed by TS generations with continuous gene flow.

Under ancient migration (iii: AM), gene flow occurs early in di-

vergence, lasting TAM generations, but then ceases for the remain-

ing TS generations up until the present. Under secondary contact

(iv: SC), the split is followed by a period of allopatry lasting TS

generations and then by gene flow for TSC generations at rates

m12 (east to west) and m21 (west to east) from when the popu-

lations re-contact up to the present. We also fitted models with

multiple periods of isolation and gene flow, which more closely

fit expectations for sequential glacial cycles. This was achieved

by modifying the AM and SC models to incorporate two differ-

ent periods of ancient migration (v: PAM) and secondary contact

(vi: PSC). To evaluate potential limitations to gene flow across

the hybrid zone due to local adaptation or reproductive isola-

tion, models that included gene flow (ii–vi) were extended (2M;

models vii–xi) to account for heterogeneous migration across the

genome by considering two categories of loci (with proportions P

and 1 – P), the first one containing loci that behave neutrally with

“unrestricted” gene flow and the second comprising loci with “re-

stricted gene flow” that experience reduced effective migration

rates. For each of the two categories, migration rate is estimated

for both directions, and we present values for total or unrestricted

migration (m12 and m21), and migration for restricted loci (me12

and me21). The 11 models were fitted independently using a hot

and a cold simulated annealing procedure followed by Broyden–

Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) optimization. Ten indepen-

dent runs were performed for each model, and the run providing

the lowest AIC was retained for comparisons among models. A

conservative threshold was applied to retain models with �AICi

= AICi – AICmin ≤ 10, because the level of empirical support for

a given model with a �AICi > 10 is essentially zero (Burnham

and Anderson 2002).

The observed 2D-JSFS was constructed using the ddRAD-

seq dataset with no MAF filter. We excluded individuals of mixed

ancestry to avoid potential confounding effects of contemporary

hybridization on the inference of long-term gene flow (Rouge-

mont et al. 2017). A folded JSFS was used, due to the absence

of an outgroup. To account for missing data and to maximize

the number of segregating sites used in analyses, both popula-

tions (East and West) were projected down to smaller sample

sizes (20 individuals per population) as recommended in the dadi

manual.

To convert the parameters into biologically meaningful

values, we used the value of theta (θ) estimated for each model

to calculate the ancestral population size using the formula:

Nref = θ/4Lμ, where L is the proportion of sites included in the

analysis from the total number of sites possible and is calculated

as L = zy75/x, where z is the number of SNPs included in the

analysis, and x is the number of SNPs originally called from y

RADtags of 75 bp (Rougeux et al. 2017). In the absence of a mu-

tation rate for Coleoptera, we calculated the value of Nref using

the estimated mutation rate for Drosophila of 2.8 × 10−9

EVOLUTION 2020 5
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Figure 4. Demographic models for Acalles globulipennis representing four alternative modes of divergence: strict isolation (SI), and

isolation with three different categories of gene flow: migration (IM), ancient migration (AM), and secondary contact (SC). Each model

consists of an ancestral population of size Nref that splits into two populations of effective size N1 (West) and N2 (East) during TS (for

models with SI and IM divergence models), TAM + TS (for models taking into account AM), or TS + TSC (for models considering SC) gener-

ations, possibly exchanging migrants (black arrows) during TS (for IM models), TAM (for AM models), or TSC (for SC models) generations

at rate m12 from eastern to western population, and m21 in the opposite direction. Models with two different periods of AM or SC are

labeled with P (PAM, PSC, PAM2M, and PSC2M). Models of divergence with gene flow extended to account for heterogeneous migration

across the genome by considering two categories of loci (“unrestricted (neutral)” and “restricted” gene flow) are labeled with 2M (IM2M,

AM2M, SC2M, PAM2M, and PSC2M). Reduced effective migrate rates (m(e)12 and m(e)21) are represented with red arrows.

substitutions/site/generation (Keightley et al. 2014). A

marginally faster rate estimate of 2.9 × 10−9 for Heliconius

melpomene (Keightley et al. 2015) suggests some degree of

generality of this rate across holometabolous insects. Esti-

mated western and eastern population sizes were multiplied

by Nref to calculate the size in individuals, and estimated mi-

gration rates were divided by 2Nref to calculate the proportion

of migrants in a population per generation. The number of

migrants per generation was calculated by multiplying the

proportion of migrants per generation by the population size.

Finally, times were converted into generations by multiply-

ing by 2Nref, considering a generation time of 1 year. To

obtain the 95% confidence intervals, we applied a pipeline

(https://github.com/QuentinRougemont/DemographicInference)

to carry out uncertainty analysis using Godambe Information

Matrix methods (Coffman et al. 2016) with 100 bootstrap
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replicates. Uncertainty estimates were converted into demo-

graphic units by applying uncertainty propagation techniques.

GEOGRAPHICAL CLINE ANALYSES

We used one-dimensional cline analyses to estimate the location

of the contact zone and quantify the geographic scale of intro-

gression between eastern and western gene pools, exploring spa-

tial variation in the following measures: mtDNA ancestry, nuclear

admixture coefficients, hybrid indices, and allele frequencies for

SD loci. To represent mtDNA ancestry, we used the Bayesian tree

described above to estimate the proportion of individuals from

each of the two principal mtDNA clades described by Salces-

Castellano et al. (2020). We used individual nuclear admixture

coefficients described above to calculate the average admixture

coefficient for each site. Hybrid indices and allele frequencies

were estimated using the subset of SD loci (see above). Hybrid

index scores (the proportion of western alleles at SD loci) for

all the individuals were calculated using a custom R script (van

Riemsdijk et al. 2019) and the frequency of western alleles from

read counts was obtained with vcftools version 0.1.15 (Danecek

et al. 2011) and an R script modified from Westram et al. (2018).

Geographical distances among sampling localities were cal-

culated in QGIS version 3.2.3, to obtain a linear transect to which

clines were fitted using a classic equilibrium cline model. This

model is based on a sigmoid change of each measure across the

contact zone, described by four parameters: the minimum and

maximum values in the tails of the cline (Pmin and Pmax), the

geographic position of the cline center (c), and the cline width

(w), defined as the ratio between the change in allele frequency

or trait value of the tails (Pmax – Pmin) and the maximum slope

(Barton and Gale 1993). For fitting clines, we used maximum

likelihood estimation (function mle2 from the bbmle package:

Bolker 2017), implemented in a R script modified from Westram

et al. (2018). Cline parameters were then used to plot the clines

using the “Graphics” and “Smisc” (Sego 2016) packages in R

version 3.4.4.

Results
MtDNA SEQUENCING AND PHYLOGENETIC

ANALYSIS

MtDNA sequences were already available for 88 of the 261 indi-

viduals (Salces-Castellano et al. 2020). MtDNA sequencing of

the remaining 173 individuals resulted in a 96% success rate,

yielding a total of 257 sequences. Sequences from four indi-

viduals from sites 8 (1) and 10 (3) presented double peaks,

almost all at informative sites distinguishing the eastern and west-

ern clades. This is most plausibly explained by co-amplification

and sequencing of mtDNA of one clade with one or more nu-

clear mtDNA copies of the other clade, a phenomenon associated

with hybridization (Miraldo et al. 2012). The Bayesian phylo-

genetic tree (Fig. S1) assigned all haplotypes to the two mono-

phyletic clades previously inferred by Salces-Castellano et al.

(2020). However, an individual from site 9, which is mainly rep-

resented in the West, was found in the eastern clade, and vice

versa for an individual from site 10.

DEMULTIPLEXING, ASSEMBLY, AND FILTERING OF

ddRAD-seq DATA

A total of 14 individuals were removed due to a low number

of reads (1) or more than 30% missing data (13), reducing the

dataset from 64 to 50 individuals. These were demultiplexed, as-

sembled, and filtered together with 22 additional individuals from

Salces-Castellano et al. (2020), for a total of 72 genotyped indi-

viduals. A total of 108,175,096 raw reads were sequenced across

all 72 individuals, of which 107,725,931 passed the quality fil-

tering steps of ipyrad (Eaton and Overcast 2020), yielding an

average of 1,496,193 raw reads per individual, which reduced

to 3,267,362 total reads and 45,380 reads per sample after fil-

tering. The final matrix comprised 14,387 biallelic SNPs across

1999 loci, with 10.31% of missing data, a mean coverage of

27× across all loci and individuals, and a SNP calling error rate

(Mastretta-Yanes et al. 2015) of 0.007.

POPULATION GENOMIC STRUCTURE

Both PCA and Admixture analyses provided consistent results

supporting individuals from sites 1–7 and from sites 12–19 as sin-

gle ancestry western and eastern genotypes, respectively, whereas

individuals from central sites (8–11) are consistent with a history

of admixture. The first component of the PCA clearly describes

separation between western and eastern individuals (Fig. 5A). In-

dividuals from sites 8 to 11 spanned the first component, with

spatial patterns of relatedness broadly correlating with geogra-

phy, with individuals from site 10 showing scores around 0. In

Admixture analyses, K = 2 was optimal, and a transition from

western to eastern genotypes was well defined for the ancestry

proportions for ddRAD-seq data (Figs. 5B and 5C; Table S2).

Samples from sites 8–11 showed mixed ancestry between west-

ern and eastern populations, with an approximately equal mix in

site 10.

HYBRID SIMULATIONS

The joint distribution of FST and MAF (Fig. S2) revealed a group

of 58 highly differentiated loci for MAF values higher than 0.4,

with FST values between eastern and western populations higher

than 0.8. Simulations with HybridLab using the 58 SD loci pro-

vided strong diagnosability for a recent hybrid origin for mul-

tiple individuals from sites 8 to 11 (Fig. 3B). Several individu-

als had genotypes consistent with them having second- (F2, and

F1 backcross with East) and third-generation parental ancestry

EVOLUTION 2020 7
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Figure 5. Population genomic structure in Acalles globulipennis across the Anaga peninsula of Tenerife. (A) Principal component analysis

(PCA) based on the ddRAD-seq data, including the 95% inertia ellipses for three populations: West (blue), contact zone (purple), and East

(red). Individuals are colored according to their ancestry proportions corresponding to each population. Sampling site is shown for each

individual. (B) Individual ancestry coefficients corresponding to West (blue) and East (red) are shown across the sampling sites for nuclear

ddRAD-seq (nuDNA) and mitochondrial (mtDNA) data. Individuals presenting double peaks for mtDNA sequences are represented by a

blue and red dashed line. (C) Means of individual ancestry coefficients for each sampling site are spatially represented across the Anaga

peninsula. MtDNA ancestry is defined by assignment of individuals to either the West and East clades identified by Salces-Castellano

et al. (2020). Individuals with double peaks are not presented. Sampling sites with individuals of mixed ancestry are colored in purple.
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Figure 6. Geographical clines with respect to the frequencies of west values of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) ancestry, admixture coef-

ficient, hybrid index, and allele frequencies of SD loci, across a one-dimensional (1-D) transect from 0 (West) to 15 (East) km. The contact

zone is indicated in gray. Cline parameters for each measure are presented: Pmax=the maximum observed value for a measure corre-

sponding the western limit of the cline, Pmin=the minimum observed value for a measure corresponding the western limit of the cline,

c=center, and w=width.

(F1-East backcross with West, and F1-West backcross with

West). F1 were not observed, but they must be viable and fertile.

Not all individuals were consistent with being recently formed

hybrids, suggesting they are later-generation intercrosses or back-

crosses, typical of a well-mixed hybrid zone.

DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY INFERENCE

Model comparison revealed that models including historical gene

flow were a much better fit than a model of strict isolation (�AIC

> 270; Table S3; Fig. S3). The best fitting model included two

periods of secondary contact with heterogeneous migration rates

(PSC2M). A similar but simpler model involving only one period

of secondary contact (SC2M) also provided a good fit to the data

with a �AIC of 4.3, whereas all other models involved �AICs

higher than 50. For both the PSC2M and SC2M models, the ratio

of secondary contact to divergence time (Tsc/Ts) indicated a rela-

tively short duration of introgression with values of 5% and 3.5%

of the time since separation, respectively. The proportion of loci

estimated to be flowing freely between both populations was 0.5

for both models, indicating that about 50% of loci are subject to

a reduced effective migration rate between the two populations.

Population size estimates (Table S3) ranged from approximately

991,000 individuals (West) to 778,000 individuals (East) for the

best fit model, with very similar values for the second-best fit

model (around 951,000 West, and 829,000 East). Estimated time

since the initial divergence between eastern and western popula-

tions was 1.64 million years ago for the PSC2M model and 1.55

million years ago for the SC2M model. The best fit model showed

a migration rate for the “unrestricted” class of loci of approxi-

mately six individuals per generation in both directions, whereas

the second-best fit model achieved a slightly higher difference

between directions, with around seven individuals per generation

from East to West and nearly four from West to East. The effec-

tive migration rate for the “restricted gene flow” loci from East

to West was 0.1 for both of the models, whereas it ranged from

0.08 for the PSC2M model to 0.06 for the PSC2M model when

the migration direction was from West to East.

GEOGRAPHICAL CLINE ANALYSES

Clines are presented with respect to the frequencies of the West

allele or genome proportion for each measure. Clinal analyses of

mtDNA ancestry, nuclear admixture coefficients, hybrid indices,

and allele frequencies all revealed a clear and spatially restricted

transition from West to East (Fig. 6), with mean values in the

ends of the cline ranging from 0.99 (mean Pmax) in the west to

0.01 (mean Pmin) in the east. The average of all cline centers

was 9.40 ± 0.06 km from the most western site, approximately

70 m to the east of site 10 (Table S4), and the average width was
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1.11 ± 0.39 km. Independent allele frequency clines for the 58

SD loci showed a very similar shape to the other three measures,

with cline centers ranging from 8.75 to 10.55 km, and widths

ranging from 0.5 to 4 km. The cline end values ranged from 0.98

(mean Pmax) to 0.01 (mean Pmin), although this range was lower

for a few loci that achieved Pmax about 0.8 and a single locus

showing Pmin of 0.13 (see Table S4 for detailed results). These

results demonstrate the existence of a hybrid zone between East

and West, which coincides with central sampling sites 8–11.

Discussion
Genomic data for A. globulipennis provide multiple lines of sup-

porting evidence for the lowering cloud base (LowCB) hypothe-

sis (Fig. 1), where atmospheric warming is predicted to lower the

average altitude of the base of the orographic cloud banks that

sustain cloud forests (Sperling et al. 2004). Sampling reveals that

the lower elevation range limit of A. globulipennis extends down

to at least the lowest elevations of the dorsal ridge of Anaga, in-

dicative of a continuous contemporary distribution. Direct sup-

port for the LowCB hypothesis is provided by the hybrid simu-

lations and PCAs that reveal that East and West populations are

currently in contact and hybridizing. Clinal analyses reveal the

center of the hybrid zone to be approximately 70 m to the east

of sampling site 10, approximately 1.3 km west of the low eleva-

tion area of the dorsal ridge, identified by Salces-Castellano et al.

(2020) as the area of highest water stress across the dorsal ridge.

This is consistent with post-LGM range expansion of the eastern

population across the low elevation region and secondary contact

with the western population.

Demographic inference also provides support for the

LowCB hypothesis. Demographic analyses for A. globulipennis

favored models involving isolation and secondary contact over

models of strict isolation, isolation with gene flow, or isolation

with initial gene flow followed by strict isolation. Irrespective

of whether gene flow was modeled as homogeneous or heteroge-

neous, the two models incorporating isolation and secondary con-

tact provided a much better fit to the data than alternative mod-

els. Although the difference was only marginal, in both cases a

model involving multiple events of isolation and secondary con-

tact provided the better fit of the two best models. Converting

estimates to real time yielded a time since initial East-West diver-

gence within A. globulipennis of 1.6 million years ago (±0.26)

and 1.5 million years ago (±0.22) for the best fit and second-best

fit models, respectively (Table S3). These estimates fall below

the higher posterior density (HPD) derived from mtDNA esti-

mates (4.6 [HPD: 2.5–7.0]). Although both mtDNA and nuclear

DNA estimates are subject to error due to uncertainty surround-

ing the appropriateness of the external rates used, both imply ori-

gins for divergence deep into the Quaternary or beyond. These

divergence time estimates, together with the best-supported de-

mographic model, are best explained by a history of repeated iso-

lation and secondary contact for A. globulipennis, mediated by

cyclical transitions between glacial and interglacial climate.

Further demographic support for the LowCB hypothesis is

provided by the estimated durations for periods of isolation and

secondary contact. The globally best fit model of repeated isola-

tion and secondary contact with heterogeneous gene flow infers

relatively brief intervals of secondary contact (approximately 5%

of total time), implying long intervals of population isolation. The

next best fit model of a single event of isolation and secondary

contact yielded a similar inference, with only 3.5% of time es-

timated to involve secondary contact. These time estimates are

consistent with the LowCB hypothesis, where long periods of iso-

lation at higher altitudes are phased with longer duration glacial

periods (Jansen et al. 2007), with more limited periods of sec-

ondary contact occurring during warmer interglacials of shorter

duration. The limited duration for secondary contact implicates

secondary contact during the mid-interglacial periods, as temper-

atures approach their warmest, as opposed to earlier interglacial

periods as glacial climatic conditions begin their transition to in-

terglacial conditions.

ISOLATION AND SPECIATION WITH SECONDARY

CONTACT IN A. globulipennis

Our results suggest that a history of isolation, caused by the

fragmentation of suitable habitat, has contributed to the evolu-

tion of reproductive isolation between the eastern and western

populations of A. globulipennis. First, the optimal models from

dadi include two rates of migration between eastern and west-

ern populations, with approximately 50% of loci experiencing re-

duced effective migration across the hybrid zone. Limitations to

gene flow are also apparent in the clines for allele frequency, ad-

mixture, and hybrid index scores. These clines are sharp and ge-

ographically coincident with the location of the saddle within the

laurel forest. Patterns of hybridization within the contact zone,

particularly the presence of individuals of recent hybrid origin in-

ferred from comparison to simulated genotypes, are also consis-

tent with strong reproductive isolation between eastern and west-

ern populations (Jiggins and Mallet 2000). Although we do not

have any data that directly inform about the nature of selection

underlying the barrier to gene flow, the lack of obvious environ-

mental differences either side of the saddle suggests intrinsic in-

compatibilities are a more important source of reproductive iso-

lation than local adaptation.

BROADER IMPLICATIONS FOR MONTANE CLOUD

FOREST BIODIVERSITY

Our results provide support for a Quaternary model of montane

cloud forest dynamics that, as far as we are aware, has not been
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considered in evolutionary and ecological analyses of montane

cloud forest biodiversity. Under the generally accepted model of

species ranges being forced upslope by climate warming, and

variations within that model (see Ramírez-Barahona and Eguiarte

2013), contemporary lower elevation range limits are inferred to

be high relative to interglacial limits. Our results are consistent

with both a local climate model by Sperling et al. (2004), and

climate model results from the Hawaiian Islands (Lauer et al.

2013) showing that the frequency of TWI conditions increases

with warming climate, with the TWI simultaneously occuring

at lower elevations. Interpolating this trend to the LGM would

mean that montane cloud forests were at higher elevations than

the present, as they were not capped by the harsh decrease in hu-

midity that the TWI imposes. The height of the TWI and the fre-

quency of its occurrence can vary from diurnal to millennial time

scales (Crausbay et al. 2015). Variations within the Intertropi-

cal Convergence Zone, El Niño Southern Oscillation, and Hadley

circulation have all been attributed to changes in the height of

the TWI (Schubert et al. 1995; Loope and Giambelluca 1998;

Sperling et al. 2004; Cao et al. 2007; Crausbay et al. 2015). In

oceanic settings, however, a stronger TWI can increase oceanic

cloud cover and generally lowers the cloud base height (Stevens

2004; Myers and Norris 2013; Beusekom et al. 2017). This effect

could additionally explain downward shifts of cloud forest eleva-

tional limits with warming climates in an oceanic setting such as

Tenerife.

Our results are, however, in contrast with support for

recent upward shifts for cloud base heights inferred from

empirical and anecdotal demographic changes in anuran and in-

vertebrate species from Costa Rican cloud forests (Pounds et al.

1999; Janzen and Hallwachs 2019). The reasons for this apparent

conflict could be manifold. Cloud base heights over land are gen-

erally higher than those over islands, which are closely coupled

to the oceanic boundary layer (Beusekom et al. 2017). Upward

shifts of both the base height and the frequency of convective

and orographic clouds can also be caused by lower elevation de-

forestation (Lawton et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2009), potentially

contributing to observations of upslope shifts of lower range lim-

its of cloud forest species. Another possibility is that our genetic

data summarizes a millennial-scale trend, whereas demographic

changes in anuran and invertebrate species (e.g., Pounds et al.

1999; Janzen and Hallwachs 2019) capture more recent decadal

trends. If variation within a millennial-scale downslope trend of

the lower cloud base includes upslope trends over shorter time

scales, this could also explain the differences in upward and

downward elevational trends between Tenerife and Costa Rica.

This gains some support from a 5900-year-long paleorecord of

vegetation and fire from 2455 m in the Cordillera Central, Do-

minican Republic. Upper cloud belt vegetation patterns reveal a

downslope shift until approximately 746 AD, after which upslope

movement has occurred until the present, explained by coincident

shifts in the TWI (Crausbay et al. 2015).

The extent to which the LowCB model describes montane

cloud forests from other regions of the globe requires further in-

vestigation. We suggest that if it does, it would provide a simple

mechanistic explanation for the frequent observation of closely

related species that are parapatrically distributed between cloud

forest and lower elevations (e.g., Arteaga et al. 2016; Bryja et al.

2018; Eldridge et al. 2018; Gabrielli et al. 2020). Elevational re-

placement of closely related taxa is both a widely observed phe-

nomenon (e.g., Terborgh 1971; Diamond 1973; Highton 1995;

Poynton et al. 2007; Cadena et al. 2012; Jankowski et al. 2013;

Dubay and Witt 2014) and an evolutionary paradox, by implying

parapatric ecological speciation (Nosil 2012), which is generally

accepted to be rare in nature. Under the LowCB model, parapatric

speciation across the lower elevation limits of cloud forest does

not need to be invoked. Cooler glacial climate conditions would

promote allopatry by simultaneously forcing the lower elevation

range limits of cloud forest species upslope, and the upper ele-

vation range limits of lower elevation species down slope. Under

this model, populations or species that were previously isolated

during LGM would now be in secondary contact and hybridizing,

and recent genomic data for Zosterops on the volcanic island of

Reunion are consistent with this model (Gabrielli et al. 2020).

We have demonstrated the power of genomic data to test be-

tween competing models of long-term cloud forest response to

climate warming. Our results indicate that, over millennial time

scales, montane cloud forests in oceanic settings may be subject

to downslope shifts of their orographic cloud bases as global tem-

peratures increase, as a consequence of downward shifts of the

TWI. However, caution is needed when extrapolating this trend to

more continental settings. We concur with Crausbay et al. (2015)

that understanding how orographic cloud formations vary over

time is fundamental for conservation strategies aimed at protect-

ing tropical mountain ecosystems. To this end, we suggest that

understanding local climate change consequences within tropical

and subtropical montane cloud forests may benefit from the in-

tegration of demographic inference using species that comprise

these ecosystems. This is important, as a post-LGM trend for

lowering of the TWI, together with recent increases in the el-

evation of the lower cloud base resulting from local deforesta-

tion (Lawton et al. 2001), would imply future contraction of

cloud forest ecosystems at both their upper and lower elevational

limits.
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Figure S1. Bayesian phylogenetic tree of mtDNA COI gene sequences for 253 individuals of Acalles globulipennis sampled within the laurel forests of
the Anaga peninsula.
Figure S2. Joint distribution of FST per locus between West and East using individuals of single ancestry (ancestry ≥99.9%), and minor allele frequency
(MAF).
Figure S3. Demographic history inference for eastern and western populations of Acalles globulipennis using dadi.
Table S1. Sampling sites, Cartesian coordinates, distance from the most western site and altitude.
Table S2. Individual ancestry coefficients for two differentiated genetic clusters (K=2 [West and East]; Salces-Castellano et al. 2019) using ddRAD-seq
data.
Table S3. Outputs from dadi analyses and biological estimates for the 11 models analyzed (see Figure 3). Ind = individuals, gen = generations.
Table S4. Parameters of western allele frequency clines: c = center, w = width, Pmax = the maximum observed value for a measure corresponding the
western limit of the cline, Pmin = the minimum observed value for a measure corresponding the western limit of the cline.
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